"LOI BADINTER"-- ON TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS AND BEYOND

Andre Tunc*

In 1982, I was daring enough to write: "France may be on the verge of a rational law of traffic accident compensation."1 In fact, we now have a law of traffic accident compensation, but it is far from rational. Good Ferd, who knew my passion for the subject, must look upon me from Heaven with the indulgent and humorous smile that reflected his generous personality.

We have a statute: the Loi du 5 juillet 1985, Tendant à l'amélioration de la situation des victimes d'accidents de la circulation et à l'accélération des procédures d'indemnisation.2 In common parlance, the statute has been named Loi Badinter after the Minister of Justice, Robert Badinter, who persuaded the French Parliament to pass it. It accomplishes a sweeping reform: the subject of Chapter I is the compensation of traffic accident victims; Chapter II, at long last, brings order and clarity to the harmonization of "tort" compensation and collateral benefits, whether in the field of traffic accidents or in any other case of personal injury or death; similarly, Chapter III contains a number of provisions that modernize many points of procedure and substantive law, essentially for the benefit of personal injury victims. Chapter I itself is divided into three parts: the first deals with the right to compensation; the second deals with insurance problems; and the last establishes a procedure that requires the insurer to make a reasonable offer of settlement to the traffic accident victim within a reasonable time. It can hardly be disputed that the new statute is in general highly beneficial to traffic accident victims and to all other personal injury
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victims. Few statutes, however, have been the target of greater opposition.

In an earlier article, I explained the French law of traffic accidents before the Loi Badinter.3 The paragraphs below summarize the pre-Badinter law. Since 1958 its primary feature was the owner's and driver's obligation to carry liability insurance. A second feature was the settlement of property damage resulting from an accident through a general agreement between insurance companies.4 If a collision resulted in only property damage, the two parties filled out a summary of the accident, signed it, and sent it to their respective insurers. Their comparative negligence was evaluated on the basis of the insurers' agreement. Each party directly received from his insurer the compensation which he deserved. Of course, the parties were not bound by the insurers' agreement. Each party could go to court and claim greater compensation. As a matter of fact, this last alternative never occurred. (More precisely, according to a recent private statement of an insurer, it happens in one case out of 10,000!)

The law governing personal injury for traffic accidents was more complex. As is well known, the French Civil Code, like its Louisiana counterpart, provides for liability for fault, subject to stricter liability standards for damage caused by animals, falling buildings, minors or servants. However, in response to the problem of traffic accidents, the Cour de Cassation decided in 1930, on the basis of a mere stylistic transitional provision of the French Civil Code without any substantial meaning, that the "keeper" of a thing (usually its owner) bore *prima facie* liability for the damage caused by the thing. This liability was not, however, absolute. The keeper was partly or totally discharged of the liability in a number of circumstances and in particular when a victim's fault had partly or exclusively caused the accident. Of course, the auto insurer, to avoid liability, invoked the
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victim's fault. In most of the cases, therefore, the victim was judged on the basis of comparative negligence.

A special regime for traffic accident victims' compensation had been proposed a number of times since the beginning of the century. Unlike the philosophy applied every day by the courts, the philosophy behind these proposals was that accidents resulted most often from an error that every decent citizen might commit (and which, therefore, did not fit the definition of fault currently given), that the consequences of such errors are usually tragically disproportionate to their causes, and that society's task is to alleviate the tragedy rather than to identify the guilty party without any deterrent effect. Furthermore, motorists' liability was then and is now compulsorily covered by insurance. The regime of comparative negligence is thus entirely destabilized: the party who has caused the damage is completely immune from any liability, even if he has behaved recklessly, while any lapse by the victim can deprive him or her of all compensation. Civil liability no longer deters us from killing or maiming someone on the road or in the street; it only deters us from being killed or maimed—which is hardly necessary. If loss is spread to benefit the wrongdoer, why not equally spread the loss to benefit the victim?

Eminent jurists often made such proposals. Neither Parliament nor the Government responded. In 1964, however, the Minister of Justice, Jean Foyer, who was also a law professor, convened a large committee to prepare the reform. Passionate opposition from the bar and the insurance industry forced him to abandon the cause. At least, the problem had been brought to the attention of both the legal profession and the public.

In 1981, another professor of law, Robert Badinter, became Minister of Justice. One of his first tasks was again to convene a commission to prepare the reform. It was, however, a small commission. Moreover, the insurance industry, the most formidable opponent in 1964 and 1965, was no longer hostile to the reform. In 1964, unprepared for reform, the insurers feared that the reform might lead to socialism. In 1981, they understood that no-fault compensation could be achieved without any structural change and that it could avoid significant administrative costs and public dissatisfaction. Only the bar

---
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was passionately hostile, for an obvious reason: every day 250 traffic accident cases are filed in the courts, and many of them proceed subsequently to the courts of appeal and a significant number to the Cour de Cassation.

In its fight against the proposed reform, the bar had at its disposal a powerful instrument and powerful allies. The most widely read legal journal among practicing lawyers and judges is *La Gazette du Palais*, owned or at least entirely controlled by a prominent member of the plaintiff bar. Furthermore, for reasons which cannot be explained here, the success of the socialist party at the 1981 elections had created a climate of political tension unknown in the preceding decades. A center-left government took the place of a center-right government, but the most influential center-right newspaper, *Le Figaro*, depicted it as a Marxist government; every day headlines on the front page depicted France as going down the road to catastrophe and called citizens to arms. One cabinet member, Robert Badinter, was the favorite target of the attacks for reasons which, again, cannot be explained here. Traffic accident reform was doomed to be seen in a most unfavorable light thanks to the most widely read professional journal and the most popular and influential newspaper among judges. The fact that the reform had been initiated a few years before by Jean Foyer, who prided himself for being a strong rightist, was completely overlooked.

Robert Badinter therefore worked under very difficult conditions. He took his time and followed a policy of appeasement. Having received in spring 1982 the report of the committee he had established,7 Badinter circulated it widely among courts, bars, law schools, and associations, and he devoted more than three years in consultation and discussion with all interested parties. He continued, however, to face a strong opposition. A few weeks before presenting a bill to Parliament, he could not be sure that the practicing lawyers in the socialist party would not oppose the Government's project.

To obtain approval from Parliament, Robert Badinter was obliged to devise a bill full of compromises and, therefore, of contradictions, at least as regards the most controversial provisions: those defining the right to compensation. He was rewarded for this low profile. After a few amendments favorable to victims, the bill received unanimous approval. This was not, however, the end of the story. Opposition to the statute surged again in hostile commentaries and adverse judicial constructions. Only in 1987 did the Cour de Cassation, after a period of self-restraint, intervene with clarity and strength in the debates in order to give the statute its intended meaning.

---

It is impossible here to give a full account of the "Loi Badinter." We must content ourselves with consideration of its provisions defining the right to compensation (I), and giving an idea of the main difficulties of interpretation and their judicial solutions (II). A few remarks will be made by way of conclusion (III).

I. The Right to Compensation Under the "Loi Badinter"

The new law is based on a number of distinctions. First, property damage is beyond the law's scope. By placing property damage under the law of comparative negligence, Section 5 of the law practically leaves it to the present insurers' agreement. Only points of detail are slightly modified. Another distinction is much more unfortunate: while the law was intended to provide traffic accident victims with no-fault coverage, Section 4 of the statute still subjects drivers to the law of negligence. It would be an exaggeration to state that they do not benefit from the new legislation: apart from the no-fault coverage, they benefit, as do the other victims, from all the procedural and substantive amendments that the new statute had made to the law. Section 2 even eliminates for their benefit and that of other victims the exception of vis major. However, on a basic point, drivers are deprived of the benefit of the law. Why?

Robert Badinter, of course, never labored under the illusion that this elimination would have the slightest bearing on drivers' behavior. His only concern was with the cost of the reform. In France, for everyone concerned--lawyers, courts, victims--public opinion is devoted to the principle of "full compensation," even as regards pain and suffering. Equally untouchable was the political need not to increase insurance premiums. The Minister of Finance and the Parliament would have opposed any reform resulting in a premium increase. Under such circumstances, the insurer-members of the commission created in 1981 easily convinced Robert Badinter that drivers, for the time being, had to be sacrificed for the success of the reform. This was probably true. However, the insurers never concealed that they would offer to the drivers an option of no-fault voluntary coverage. They have done it, and this type of coverage is available for a modest premium.

The right to compensation of nondriver victims (pedestrians, cyclists, passengers) is full of qualifications. Section 3 starts with a principle of no-fault compensation: "Victims who are not drivers ... receive compensation of their personal injury damage irrespective of their fault ..." However, the principle was immediately qualified: "with exception for their inexcusable fault if it is the exclusive cause of
the accident." Robert Badinter had felt that such a proviso was necessary in order to obtain the agreement of Parliament. However, before the Parliament, he stated vigorously that the exception should apply legitimately only in the most extraordinary circumstances. Furthermore, the next paragraph of Section 3 provides an exception to the exception: straight no-fault coverage is provided for victims under sixteen years of age, over seventy, or eighty percent incapacitated.

This system, although rather complex, is not too difficult to understand. Clearly, Robert Badinter wanted no-fault coverage of all traffic accident victims. But he had to abandon the drivers to the law of comparative negligence. Even for other victims, he had to accept a slightly less-than-automatic compensation for victims between sixteen and seventy years of age. Robert Badinter had considered that he was politically obliged to yield something to his adversaries, but he knew that it was a dangerous concession.

II. The Statute Before the Courts

Section 47 of the statute provided for its immediate application, even to past accidents and to cases already pending before the courts. As traffic accidents constitute a large part of the courts' work (as mentioned earlier, 250 new cases are entertained every day), a great number of decisions immediately had to address the construction of the law. It was soon obvious that a number of courts were hostile to the law for several reasons.

The Reasons for a Hostile Climate.

First, if most of the law professors favored the new law, a small yet hostile minority had been extremely vocal in their opposition to the project, and they immediately published unfavorable commentaries. Practitioners, of course, also did their best, either in commentaries or cases before the courts, to discredit the new law. Unfortunately, other urgent duties overtook the professors who were favorable to the law and who would have preferred to publish positive commentaries on it. Thus, in nearly all legal journals, the law was abandoned to its adversaries.

Second, as earlier mentioned, the project's opponents had unjustifiably placed it in an unflattering political light. Thus, a significant number of judges saw the fight against the law as a fight for a certain conception of society. Liability for fault was considered a pillar of our society. Compulsory liability insurance made fault meaningless for drivers who had damaged others. But that was
overlooked and, in any case, under the pre-reform law, victims (if victims exclusively and not also drivers) had to pay for their faults or errors.

Finally, even for a judge who tried to apply the law with complete objectivity, the task was sometimes a difficult one. The law, besides giving solutions to which the judge is unaccustomed, is based on concepts unfamiliar to him. For instance, victims other than drivers may claim compensation from the insurer of any motor vehicle "involved" (impliqué) in the accident. This is incomprehensible to a judge who, for decades, has based his decisions on causation--difficult as that concept may be to handle. For the law's drafters, since all drivers are insured, and as compensation always comes from a pool of drivers united in an insurance company, any link between the accident and one of these pools through a vehicle had to be sufficient to commit the resources of the pool if all victims were to receive compensation. But a judge was not accustomed to this type of reasoning. To make the matter worse, the new philosophy did not prevail throughout the new law. Compromise had obliged the drafters to make room for questions of involvement and causation, side by side.

The "inexcusable fault, exclusive cause of the accident."

One problem was crucial in the application of the law: the interpretation courts would give to the expression "inexcusable fault, exclusive cause of the accident" ("faute inexcusable si elle a été la cause exclusive de l'accident."). As explained earlier, the law conferred on nondriver victims quasi-automatic coverage so long as their inexcusable fault was not the exclusive cause of the accident. Again, before Parliament, Robert Badinter, who was to obtain unanimous approval of the law, had explained that there should be resort to the exception only in the most unusual circumstances. However, if a judge wanted to defeat the law, it was very easy to state, in any particular case, that the victim had committed an inexcusable fault that was the exclusive cause of the accident. Is it not inexcusable, for instance, for a pedestrian to step down from a narrow and crowded sidewalk without looking behind him to see whether a car is coming? If a pedestrian has overlooked this elementary precaution, is not his behavior the only cause of the accident? Even if the judge is not hostile to the law, his frame of mind, shaped by years of decisions made under the law of negligence, makes him reluctant to grant full compensation to the family of a man killed under such circumstances.

Not surprisingly, courts initially resorted to the exception broadly. The exception was a hole in the dam. The number of decisions made on the subject makes it impossible to refer to concrete cases. One can quote from a number of observers. Hubert Groutel
states: "One has the feeling that not much had changed. Any fault which previously exonerated fully the defendant is now baptized 'inexcusable.'" According to Yvonne Lambert-Faiivre:

While the will of the legislator obviously was to limit the cases of exclusion of compensation to exceptional situations where the defendant's behavior had been truly 'asocial,' quite a number of decisions of the courts of first instance and appeal at first based their decisions on 'inexcusable fault,' sometimes in trivial circumstances, and neglected the cumulative condition required by the law, that this fault had been the 'exclusive cause' of the accident.

The last witness whom we shall call is Noël Dejean de la Bâtie:

Many courts, probably considering excessive the favors granted by the law to unmindful victims, had a propensity to call such behavior inexcusable (of pedestrians or cyclists) which, though contrary to elementary rules of the Traffic Code, were nevertheless the result of haste or lapse of attention more than deliberate recklessness.

The Cour de Cassation showed no desire promptly to intervene in the problem. Considering the passions of the moment, this reluctance was wise. A few years earlier, the Court had painfully recognized the limits of its power in the matter of traffic accidents. A decision of July 21, 1982, the Desmares case, highly favorable to traffic accident victims, was announced on the radio and television and made the front page of most national newspapers, an incident without precedent in France. But the coverage of a number of newspapers and the commentaries published by the most widely read (not the best!) legal journals were passionately critical. A revolt occurred among the judges of first instance and of courts of appeal. When Parliament passed the Loi Badinter, the courts of appeal were equally divided between those following and those not following the Desmares decision. This split also was without precedent. It was, furthermore, a very unfortunate situation. The problem of traffic accident compensation was so important that it was giving rise to 250 lawsuits per day, and French law was no longer unique. Obviously, after the vote of the Loi Badinter, the Cour de Cassation was afraid, as long as
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the passions had not subsided, to make a decision which would have entailed similar reactions. At any rate, the Court wisely chose not to make a hurried pronouncement; instead it waited for a while in order to gain more experience and some perspective.

On July 20, 1987, the situation dramatically changed, and the law recovered its full strength. On that day, the Cour de Cassation made ten comparable decisions and justified them by the same statement: "the only act that is inexcusable, within the meaning of the law of July 5, 1985, is a voluntary fault of exceptional gravity, exposing its author, without valid reason, to a danger of which he should have been aware."12

Clearly, the wording had been carefully considered so as to narrow the exception. One may doubt, however, whether the spirit of this ruling would have been fully followed if the Cour de Cassation had not made it in a spectacular manner. In one afternoon, the Court considered eleven cases, originating in different courts of appeal, where compensation of the victim (a pedestrian) had been refused. The Court quashed ten of these decisions and left only one standing. Of course, it is unpleasant for a court of appeal to see one of its decisions quashed. This implies that the court has misunderstood or misapplied the law. When its decisions are frequently quashed, the presiding judge may feel that his superiors will look down upon him and that his chances for promotion in the hierarchy will be reduced. Thus, in one afternoon, ten courts of appeal (roughly a third of them all) received a severe admonition. As for the others, the lesson was clear. The decisions of the Cour de Cassation deserved in such a context a statistical reading: the judgment of the court of appeal that refused to compensate a victim would have only one chance out of eleven to be left standing by the Cour de Cassation. Why then would a court of appeal waste its time considering carefully the victim's behavior and judging it in terms of criteria laid down by the Cour de Cassation? Even considerations of administration of justice were to lead the courts of appeal to automatic compensation of the victims: why favor the insurer if the victim could rely on the Cour de Cassation to quash it? For most courts of appeal, the matter became clear: they would reject the claim of inexcusable fault as an exclusive cause of the accident, except perhaps in the most extraordinary circumstances. A number of insurance companies also considered the matter settled: there was no point in discussing the victim's behavior, except, again, in the most extraordinary circumstances.

The circumstances have to be extraordinary to give an insurer a chance! In most of the ten cases in which the Cour de Cassation had quashed the court of appeal decision for having found an inexcusable fault as an exclusive cause of the accident, it was crystal clear that, under the previous law, the victim would not have received a cent. In one case, the court of appeal found that the victim, a pedestrian, ignoring a protected pedestrian crossing nearby ("à proximité"), had started running across the street with total recklessness ("sans prendre aucune précaution"), at the precise moment a car was coming. The driver, even though going slowly, could do nothing to avoid striking the victim. Unquestionably, the victim's behavior had been the exclusive cause of his misfortune. Under the law of comparative negligence, to which the court of appeal was accustomed, the suit had to be dismissed. The Cour de Cassation, however, did not find that the victim's behavior amounted to an inexcusable fault.

The decision is striking for a judge who, during his whole career, had dismissed suits made under circumstances more favorable to the plaintiff. It is, however, entirely justified. Of course, a pedestrian "should not" cross the street under such circumstances. Anyone, however, may happen to do it one day or the other. It is an oversight, which may be fatal, and which is no more than an oversight, and it does not deserve the death penalty, even if that is the consequence. As a matter of fact, an important politician was killed in Paris, a few weeks ago, exactly in the circumstances found by the court of appeal in the case related above.

One cannot say, however, that the Cour de Cassation disregarded the exception contained in the statute. While it quashed ten decisions, it left one undisturbed. In that case, the pedestrian, at night, neglecting a protected crossing 75 meters away, had decided to cross by himself a four-lane road. The lanes going in the opposite direction were separated by an embankment on top of which there was a small wall. The pedestrian had climbed these obstacles and, from his high position, had jumped onto the road at the precise moment when a car was approaching. The Cour de Cassation probably felt that his behavior could not be considered as a mere oversight. He had deliberately crossed the road as he did. When one behaves that way, he should at least look out for oncoming cars. The Cour de Cassation, therefore, restored the law's full significance. Since July 20, 1987, it has never wavered. The matter is solidly settled, and it is difficult to
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see how it could be reopened. Many other problems, however, have arisen.

The Problem of Implication.

According to the new law, when a victim is entitled to compensation, he or she can recover from the insurer of any car involved (impliqué) in the accident. If many cars are involved, the various insurers are jointly liable, subject to any settlement among them.

As already mentioned, the philosophical basis of traffic accident law (as indeed any law of accidents, whatever may be their cause) is entirely foreign to the core of the traditional law of torts, especially in France. The philosophy of accidents is premised on loss spreading, for either the society, a pool of risk creators, or potential victims. If the choice is made for compensation through pools of insured car owners, the only question which arises after an accident is which pool should pay. The answer is that payment must be made only from the pool to which a car involved in the accident belongs. But the nature of its involvement in the accident is irrelevant in a no-fault context. For a judge trained in negligence philosophy, this result is not only strange, but unjust. "Causation," notwithstanding all the difficulties it creates, is a condition of liability. "Implication" was a notion unknown to French law. Still, because the concept appears in the law, the courts have had to use it.

Here again, in the beginning some courts, either by intellectual habit or through hostility toward the law, took a narrow view of implication and refused to recognize it when causation was absent. Their discussions, however, were much less passionate than those about inexcusable fault. In any case, three decisions of the Cour de Cassation on July 21, 1986, clarified the law. From these and later decisions, three principles emerge.15

First, when a motor vehicle is moving, if it is in any manner involved in an accident, it is impliqué. If, for instance, as a result of a collision between two automobiles one of them is thrown against a

passing truck, the truck is *impliqué*, even though it is clearly not in the least the cause of the accident.\(^{16}\)

Second, a motor vehicle may be *impliqué* in an accident even though there had been no contact between it and the victim nor with any other vehicle involved in the accident. Even in such circumstances, the first principle applies. This is a solution carried over from the pre-Badinter law. According to a number of decisions, a motorist who passed a cyclist too closely, causing him to fall, was responsible for the injury suffered. This case remains valid. Similarly, if a driver causes an accident while trying to avoid another vehicle, this last vehicle is *impliqué* in the accident.\(^{17}\) The principle was again applied in a recent case. The tourist car driver on a small winding mountain road suddenly faced a trailer coming from the other direction. To avoid a collision, he swerved to the right, but in so doing he hit the mountain and killed his passenger. The Cour de Cassation approved the court of appeal's finding that the trailer had been *impliqué* in the accident.\(^{18}\)

Third, a motor vehicle may be *impliqué* in the accident even though it is not moving. This is the case whenever its position has disturbed or was capable of disturbing the path followed by the victim or by a vehicle *impliqué* in the accident. This criterion is, of course, very subtle. The criterion is not whether the vehicle was legally or illegally parked. A car may be illegally parked without being necessarily *impliqué* in the accident. Reciprocally, a car legally parked, while not *impliqué* at the time, may become so in certain circumstances.

The first two principles certainly deserve unqualified approval. As to the third principle, on the contrary, one may wonder whether the Cour de Cassation had not continued under the influence of the case law it had previously evolved in a framework of causation.\(^{19}\) The criterion itself creates uncertainty and litigation. Considering the existence of compulsory insurance and the philosophy of the law, a motionless vehicle might be *impliqué* whenever it was hit by another vehicle *impliqué*, even if it was legally parked.

One cannot, however, accuse the Cour de Cassation of unfairness in its application of the law. In a case where a young girl was walking alongside a friend on a motorbike and where her scarf
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was caught by the wheel of the motorbike, causing her to fall, the Cour de Cassation held that the motorbike was impliqué in the accident.\textsuperscript{20}

\section*{The Notion of Driver.}

Unfortunate as it may be, the law draws a clear distinction—one might almost say, makes a contrast—between drivers and nondrivers as regards the right to compensation. For reasons mentioned above, nondriver victims benefit from a quasi no-fault coverage, while drivers are abandoned to the regime of comparative negligence. Thus, it is crucial to characterize each victim as "driver" or "nondriver."

In most cases, the question has an obvious answer. Some circumstances, however, may raise a delicate problem. How should we characterize a person who is entering the car to take the wheel, or leaving it after having driven it? Or the person who has stopped for a short while, leaving the motor running, only to clean the windshield? Or the person whose car is towed, but who is at the wheel? Or the motorcyclist whose vehicle has skidded and who has been thrown on the road, where a car has struck him? Or the driving school instructor who sits beside the student in a double-wheeled car? Or the youth who waits for a friend and, in the meantime, is seated on his motorcycle on the shoulder of the road? If the latter is deemed a "driver" because he is at the handle-bar and constitutes an element of traffic, what should be the characterization of someone who has driven his or her car, but has stopped to take a nap while remaining in the driver's seat? Does it make a difference whether the car is stopped in a parking lot or simply on the edge of a quiet street? It is easy to see that many hypothetical cases are difficult to resolve.

It is impossible to analyze all the decisions rendered on this problem.\textsuperscript{21} On the whole, the courts have taken a rather narrow view of the concept of "driver." The driver who has left the vehicle for any reason is no longer a driver, even if he is still close to it, perhaps even standing on the road or the pavement. This is even the case of the person who has stopped driving in order to change a tire or to clean a car window; of the former driver who is on the road, giving instructions to the driver of another vehicle that will tow his; or even of the person who pushes his car while at the same time guiding it with his hand on the wheel through an open window. This is even the case

\textsuperscript{20} Civ.2e, Febr. 19, 1986, J.C.P. 1986.IV.121.
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of the driver who has been thrown out of his open car.22 The Cour de Cassation has also decided in favor of the person who has entered the car to take the wheel or the person who leaves the car after having driven it. They are either not yet "drivers" or no longer "drivers."

Finally, the Cour de Cassation seems to have chosen a clear criterion: a "driver" is the person who drives, will drive, or has driven, as long as he is still in the driver's seat. When he has left the seat, for whatever reason, he is no longer a driver. Clarity is certainly a great virtue of this case law. One may regret, however, that the person who has stopped his car in order to take a quiet nap is not considered as deserving automatic protection. Yet, a regime of comparative negligence normally will assure him compensation.

Miscellaneous Problems.

It is impossible to summarize here all the problems that application of the new law has yielded. These are usually very small problems, inserted in the context of technicalities of French law and which would be of little interest to a foreigner. One need only refer the exceptionally curious reader to the classical treatments of the Loi Badinter.23 One problem alone deserves, if not treatment, at least some mention: the problem of the "autonomy" of the Loi Badinter. The question is whether the new law is self-sufficient or whether it should be inserted in the previous law to modify it only to the extent that the Loi Badinter (expressly?) provides. This complex problem has many facets. It has been made more complicated than necessary by the passions raised by the law. Again, this is a French-French conflict, of more interest to the sociologist or the political scientist than to the foreign lawyer. In our opinion, some aspects of traffic accident victims' compensation are left unchanged. This does not imply, however, that the new text should be narrowly construed. The problems of insertion of the new law into the old law are sufficiently complex to be approached with objectivity. Again, we shall only refer to an author who follows that approach.24

22. See however, for the driver of a motorcycle who had lost his balance and was skidding on the road, probably still holding his vehicle: Civ.2e, Oct. 4, 1989, J.C.P. 1991.II.21600 n. Daborne-Labbé.

23. See the authors listed supra n.2. See also the annual reports of the Cour de Cassation. The last one published is RAPPORT DE LA COUR DE CASSATION 1989 (1990); it covers the matter at pp.47-69.

III. A Tentative Assessment

This short article seems to suggest that the *Loi Badinter* has yielded many problems. Does that mean that the reform has been disappointing? Once again, the French authors vary in their answers. However, it should be underscored once more that in the new law, only the provisions relating to the right to compensation have been challenged, while all the other provisions have been considered highly beneficial for victims. Even as regards the right of compensation, I can with objectivity state that the hostility toward the law has greatly decreased and that the law is on the way to receiving general acceptance.

Whatever the feelings, some figures unquestionably show the first effects of the law. According to a statement recently made by an expert and prominent member of the insurance industry, the rate of litigation for personal injury involving permanent disability or death, which was, before the reform 28 percent (one of the highest in the world), has now fallen to 12 percent (11 percent for mutual companies), and the rate is still falling. If all personal injury cases are considered, the figures are, respectively, 20 percent and 8 percent. The drop is quite significant.

The promoters of the reform had hoped to reduce further the rate of litigation. The present rate may have some temporary explanations. First, the law still gives rise to problems of coordination with the general law. These problems are settled one after the other and should be on the wane. Second, it seems very likely that some courts of appeal have not yet entirely reconciled themselves to the reform. They do not refuse to apply it, nor to follow the literal definition of "inexcusable fault, exclusive cause of the accident," given by the Cour de Cassation. But they carefully scrutinize the plaintiff's behavior and are happy if they can find that he has committed an inexcusable fault, praying that he will not bring his case to the Cour de Cassation. Again, this attitude should gradually disappear.

A certain quantity of litigation, however, should continue to result from the fact that drivers have been left to the law of comparative negligence. This is, of course, the great lacuna of the reform. But the lacuna is much less unfortunate than might appear. As already mentioned, the insurance industry rushed to fill the gap it had obtained. It offered to clients, besides the compulsory liability insurance, an additional coverage of "compensation pre-payment" (*avance sur recours*). As its name indicates, this coverage appears to mean that, if the driver is entitled to compensation, this compensation will be paid without delay by his insurer, who will assert a claim against the other party's insurer. As a matter of fact, the coverage is quite different. In
effect, it is no-fault coverage: the driver and the family members are entitled to compensation for personal injury or death, whatever the circumstances of the accident, for instance, in case of collision with a fixed obstacle (in which case the law of tort would be of no avail). As this coverage is rather inexpensive (the present writer paid for this coverage 250 Frs in 1985 and now 280 Frs per year, i.e., the cost of filling up the gas tank), most drivers have subscribed to this additional coverage, but unfortunately no figures are available.

Finally, less than six years after the enactment of the *Loi Badinter*, most drivers are covered by no-fault insurance, while the other victims benefit from quasi-no-fault statutory protection. Once passions have cooled, and everyone has become accustomed to no-fault protection from one source or the other, and when practicing lawyers have found more interesting sources of professional activity, it should not be difficult to achieve the reform. A simple and rational law should provide for first-party coverage of the driver and passengers, plus an automatic coverage of pedestrians and cyclists hit by the car (or, more precisely, a victim of an accident in which the car was involved). This is more or less what the American Insurance Association proposed some twenty years ago.

French insurers should welcome such a reform. It would simplify the administration of automobile insurance and would decrease public dissatisfaction toward them. Would the reform be possible without an unacceptable increase in insurance premiums? I hope I can be excused if, to make the question more concrete, I take my own example. I own a Peugeot 405, which may be at the bottom of the first tenth or fifth of cars. I live in Paris, which is, of course, the region where the premiums are the most costly. On the other hand, I belong to a mutual company and my insurance record entitled me as a "good driver," to a 50-percent reduction of my premium. All factors taken into account, I paid for 1991 a premium of 995.50 Frs to cover my liability (not only my liability for personal injury or death, but also for property damage to other persons), plus 1067 Frs to cover any damage that my car may suffer, whatever the circumstances, and finally, as already mentioned, 280 Frs for no-fault coverage of myself and my family. Thus, the cost of personal injury under the present quasi-no-fault legislation amounts to 1275 Frs per year. The increase which would be necessary to go from the present law to a fully no-fault coverage can hardly be considered insuperable.